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INTRODUCTION

The supply of winter tomatoes for the Southwest has 
come largely from the states of Sonora, Sinaloa, and Nayarit 
in Mexico; the Imperial and Coachella valleys in California; 
and the Brownsville area in Texas. This study was undertaken 
with a view to determining the possibility of a greenhouse 
tomato industry in Arizona, particularly in the Phoenix and 
Tucson areas. Lack of accurate data on greenhouse tomato 
growing in Arizona probably is largely responsible for the 
fact that no large-scale production of winter tomatoes has 
been attempted.

The possibility of growing greenhouse tomatoes has been 
investigated by Mr. Walter Holms, an importer and packer of 
green-wrap tomatoes from Mexico, who is located at Nogales, 
Arizona. He needs a reliable source of supply, and the crop 
of green-wrap tomatoes from Mexico is uncertain from season to 
season. Some of the reasons for this are lack of reliable 
transportation, floods in the growing areas, difficulties of 
financing, and government interference with land ownership.

A study of the feasibility of winter tomato production 
in Arizona will therefore interest the grower, packer, and con
sumer. With these facts in mind, this thesis was undertaken.



STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

Where formerly tomatoes were thought of as an item of 
food for summer consumption only, consumers now demand fresh 
tomatoes the year around. Thus a supply of fresh tomatoes 
during the winter months is of growing concern to the increas
ing population of the Southwest.

In the eastern United States, fresh tomatoes have been 
supplied through the winter months from greenhouse produc
tion and from the southeastern areas of Cuba and Florida,
In the Southwest, micro-climates afford localized areas for 
winter production of tomatoes. However, major problems arise 
as to cold protection for field-grown tomatoes.

The possibility of satisfying part of this demand for 
winter tomatoes by greenhouse production in Arizona appears 
quite favorable. Mild wanters, a high percentage of sunshine, 
and low natural gas rates provide conditions for minimum heat
ing cost. This is an important factor, as the large differ
ence between day and night temperatures seems to be the limit
ing element for Arizona greenhouse tomato production.



REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

Much experimental work has been done using the tomato 
plant as the medium of study. This fortunate coincidence 
furnished a great deal of literature which applied directly 
to the problem of growing greenhouse tomatoes.

Kraus and Kraybill (4) studied the carbohydrate and ni
trogen balance with tomato plants. Their studies showed 
that the availability of carbohydrates, or their possibility 
of manufacture by photosynthesis, constitutes as much of a 
limiting factor in growth as the available minerals, especi
ally nitrogen, and also the moisture supply. An abundance 
of moisture and nitrates, coupled with an available supply 
of carbohydrates, increases vegetation, unfruitfulness, and 
sterility. A relative decrease of nitrates in proportion to 
the carbohydrates results in fruitfulness, fertility, and 
less vegetative growth. A further decrease of nitrates with
out inhibiting a possible increase in carbohydrate production 
causes suppression of both vegetation and fruitfulness.

Went (14) in his studies of thermoperiodicity used the 
tomato plant. Thermoperiodicity seems to be the controlling 
factor in tomato growth. Stem elongation was used as the 
index of growth. Plants kept warm during the day, 26.5° 0 . 
(79.7° F.) and cool during the night, 17-20° C. (64-3-68° F.), 
grew more rapidly than at any of the other temperatures tried
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in the experiment. The lower temperature is effective only 
when maintained during the dark period. Approximately the 
same temperature relation holds for fruit development.
Fruit set is abundant only when the night temperatures are 
59-68° F. With lower or higher night temperatures, fruiting 
is reduced in amount or even absent. Artificial light applied 
during the cool night period completely inhibits fruit forma
tion. Thermoperiodicity in tomatoes seems to be due to the 
predominance of two different processes at day and at night. 
The dark process has a much lower temperature optimum than 
the light process.

Further studies by Went (1 3) show the effect of tempera
ture on the different physiological processes of the tomato 
plant in an attempt to explain the optimum day and night tem
peratures for growth. It was found that photosynthesis, 
phosphate uptake, and growth of the whole plant have the same 
day temperature dependence. Therefore, it seems logical to 
conclude that during the day the rate of photosynthesis is 
the process which limits growth and fruiting of a tomato 
plant. During the night the situation is very different. The 
drop in growth of the whole plant and of fruits above 64*4° F. 
is paralleled only by a similar drop in translocation of 
sugar. It is concluded that above 64*4° F. the night tempera
ture limits growth through its effect on sugar translocation, 
whereas below 64*4° F. translocation is no longer limiting, 
but the rate of the growth processes limits development of
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the plant as a "whole. Since below this temperature growth 
no longer increases while sugar translocation continues to 
increase, an accumulation of sugars at night temperatures 
below 6/».»40 $*• can be expected.

The effect of translocation of sugars on growth of the 
tomato prompted further studies by Went (16). In this exper
iment, sucrose was applied in 10 percent solutions as a spray 
to the leaves of the tomato plant. From his previous studies 
Went (15) found translocation of sugars was the limiting fac
tor in growth and promotion of fruit set at high nyctotempera- 
tures. It was found that at higher nyctotemperatures (above 
64.4° F.) accompanied by lower light intensity during photo
period, sucrose promoted leaf growth, normal flower size, and 
prevented blossom drop.

Went (15) in his work with light intensities and photo
period found that growth was retarded at the optimum day tem
perature (79.7° F.) when light intensity was reduced to 200 
foot candles. By reducing the day temperature to 64.4° F., 
growth was consistently better than at 79*9° F. Optimum dark 
temperatures were also found to be lower when light intensi
ties were reduced. This study shows that the practice fol
lowed by greenhouse growers of lowering day and night tempera
tures during cloudy days is sound.

The optimum temperatures for greenhouse tomatoes undoubt
edly varies with different sections of the country. A study 
by Alban, Hewlett and Hoffman (1) on temperatures shows the
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effect of three night temperatures on size, total weight, 
number, and keeping quality of greenhouse tomatoes grown in 
Ohio. The day temperature was maintained at 70° F. Three 
night temperatures were used: 70° F.; 60° F; and a combina
tion of 50° F. for the first six weeks then 62° F. through 
the rest of the season. The combination of 50° and 62° F. 
produced the best results. Temperatures above 90° F. hinder 
lycopin (red pigment) formation in ripening fruit. These 
workers concluded blotchy ripening was caused by a carbohy
drate deficiency and high temperature.

Romshe (6 ) ran a variety experiment at the Oklahoma Ex
periment Station using seven varieties: Lloyd Forcing, Break
0 1 Day, Michigan State Forcing, Forcing Marglobe, Livingston 
Globe, Pritchard, and Grand Rapids Forcing. Michigan State 
Forcing and Forcing Marglobe were found to be the most desir
able for greenhouse production in Oklahoma.

In Ohio, where a large number of tomatoes are grown under 
glass, Strain A Globe and Ohio Vf-R Globe are the varieties 
grown. Ohio V7-R Globe, a variety resistant to Fusarium Wilt, 
was developed by the Ohio Experiment Station because of the 
large losses caused by this disease.(2)

Vincent (12) in his variety trial at Washington State 
Experiment Station found Washington State (a new forcing 
tomato) to be superior to Bonny Best, Best-of-All, and Mich
igan State Forcing in that region of the country.

Fruit set by parthenocarpy is accomplished by using
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plant growth regulators. Strong (9, 10, 11) in 1941 demon
strated that greenhouse tomato production could be improved 
by the application of growth promoting chemicals. Among the 
chemicals used are 2 ,4-dichlorophenozyacetic acid, beta- 
naphthoxyacetic acid, and stilboestrol (4-4 ' dihydroxy diethyl 
stilbene). Tomato fruit set by parthenocarpy softens up 
during storage and handling. Because of this, most greenhouse 
growers have gone back to hand pollination methods.

With the above factors in mind, an experiment was set 
up under University of Arizona greenhouse conditions.



MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Study of Field Grown Winter Tomatoes

In Arizona the field grown winter tomatoes are produced 
in the Phoenix and Yuma areas. The Phoenix crop, which is 
planted from November 1 to January 1 , is more of an early 
spring crop. In Yuma the planting date is about August 15, 
and harvesting starts during December. Very few acres of 
winter tomatoes are planted in either area of Arizona be
cause of the frost danger. Cold protection is in the form 
of brushing and is effective for three or four degrees of 
frost. In the Yuma area the 498 selection of the Earliana 
variety has been used more than any other. It seems to be 
about the best for yield and shortest maturity period.

The California winter tomato producing areas are in the 
Imperial and Coachella valleys. California, like Arizona, 
needs some form of cold protection, and brushing is the 
method commonly used. Small thermo areas of a few acres 
with temperatures a little higher than the surrounding ter
ritory afford some frost protection, but sane form of pro
tection is usually available. Yields vary with the grower, 
but average around six tons per acre. Total cost for grow
ing, harvesting, and marketing winter tomatoes based on a 
study by the University of California (3) was found to be
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#1,0$0.74 per acre.
Most of the winter tomatoes for the Southwest come from 

Mexico. The producing areas are located in the river valleys 
of Sonora, Sinaloa, and Tamaulipas. Frost is rare in all the 
tomato producing areas except Sonora, which may have occa
sional frosts. There is some danger of floods in these vege
table growing areas.

The poor flavor of the Mexican tomato is due partly to 
their being picked green, which is necessary because of the 
long haul to United States markets. Little care is exer
cised by the pickers in selecting the tomatoes for harvest, 
with the result that some are picked before proper maturity 
is reached. This carelessness is another factor in the poor 
quality of tomatoes from Mexico.

Description of the Greenhouse Experiment

The greenhouse used in this experiment was the standard 
type glass house with hot water heat and manually-operated 
side and top ventilators. A maximum-minimum thermometer was 
placed in the greenhouse in order to record the high tempera
ture of the day and the low temperature of the night.

Seeding and Transplanting: The two varieties selected
for this experiment were Rutgers, developed by Rutgers Univer
sity, and Earlypak, a new variety handled by the Ferry-Morse 
Seed Company.

The seeds were planted September 17, 1952, in a standard
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propagation flat, which was divided into two equal sections 
and filled with composted soil. Seeds were broadcast ap
proximately one-fourth inch apart, each variety in separate 
halves of the flat, and covered with sand to prevent 
damping-off.

On October 3 , when the plants were approximately two 
inches high, they were transplanted to other flats. These 
flats were marked off in two-inch squares, and a plant was 
placed at the intersection of each square.

One month later, when the plants were approximately 10 
inches high, they were transplanted to permanent beds. The 
beds were filled with good, friable, composted soil to a 
depth of $ 1/2 inches. Eight of the sturdiest plants of each 
variety were selected and planted 21 by 24 inches apart, as 
recommended by Romshe (6), giving each plant approximately 
3.5 square feet of soil. A diagram of the planting plan is 
shown in Figure 1.

Irrigation and Pruning: The plants were watered by the
flood irrigation method. Throughout the experiment the plants 
maintained a healthy appearance and vigorous growth; there
fore, no fertilizer was added during the growing period. The 
plants were pruned to a single stem by breaking off the suck
ers soon after they appeared. The plants were trained to 
grow up heavy twine tied on the bottom to stakes pushed into 
the ground near the base of the plants, and tied on top to 
supports of the greenhouse roof.



FIGURE 1 II

/o +

EarlypakRutgers?

Planting plan of the greenhouse experiment showing 
location of the varieties and position of each plant 
in the beds*
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Temperature Control: Temperatures were controlled by
regulating the top and side ventilators of the greenhouse. 
During the night they were closed to maintain a temperature 
between 50-60° F., and during the day they were opened to 
maintain a temperature between 80-90° F. as much as possible. 
The degree of opening or closing was dependent upon the out
side temperature. Appendix D gives the daily maximum and 
minimum temperatures recorded by the University of Arizona 
weather bureau.

The daily maximum and minimum temperatures inside the 
greenhouse were recorded and are given in Table I. A graph 
of the inside and outside temperatures plotted on mutual co
ordinates is shown in Figure 2.

Pollination and Harvesting: Pollination of the flowers
was accomplished by giving the plant a tap with the flat part 
of a ruler Just below each flower cluster. The fruit was 
picked when fully ripe, and the weight from each plant was 
recorded along with the date of harvest.

Pest Control: Tomato Fruitworm and White Fly were the
only pests that attacked the plants. The Tomato Fruitworms 
were picked off by hand, and the White Fly did not reach a 
degree of infestation that required control. Where large in
festations occur in commercial production, they are controlled 
with cyanide fumigations.
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Inside and outside greenhouse maximum and 
minimum temperatures recorded on mutual coordinates



PRESENTATION OF RESULTS

The data pertaining to field grown winter tomatoes were 
obtained through visits to some of the growing areas, inter
views with county agents and growers, correspondence with 
and literature from experiment stations. Information on 
Mexican grown tomatoes was obtained from interviews with 
Mr. Walter Holms, an importer and packer of Mexican green 
wrap tomatoes, located at Nogales, Arizona; Mr. George R. 
Martin, Secretary-Manager of the West Coast of Mexico Vege
table Association of Nogales, Arizona; and the Office of 
Foreign Agricultural Relations, U.S. Department of Agricul
ture, Washington, D.C.

Field Grown Tomatoes in Arizona

Field grown winter tomatoes in Arizona amount to just a 
small fraction of the total consumption of winter tomatoes 
in this state. A few acres are planted each year along the 
Base Line road near Phoenix, but the crop is harvested in 
early spring rather than in winter since planting dates are 
from November 1 to January 1.

Protection is needed to guard the plants from below 
freezing temperatures which occur from time to time during 
the winter months, as shown by Appendix A. Brushing is the 
usual method of cold protection used by growers in the
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Phoenix area* This consists of a shelter formed by kraft 
paper and supported above the plant by stakes and wire and 
held in place by Arrow weed or lath. The brush and paper are 
placed so as to admit all sunlight during the day, but with 
a steep slant to the south to intercept and reflect heat 
radiated from the warm ground during the night. Brushing is 
considered to be adequate protection for about three to four 
degrees of frost.

As shown by Appendix B, the Yuma area of Arizona is 
adapted to the production of winter tomatoes, though there is 
some frost danger here also. The tomatoes are planted about 
August 15, and harvest starts during December; without frost, 
it will continue until spring. Brushing is used for cold pro
tection in this area. The severe frost damage in 1% 8, 1949, 
and 1950 has discouraged winter plantings in recent years.

Field Grown Tomatoes in California

In California the winter tomato growing areas are in the 
Imperial and Coachella valleys. Figure 3 shows a typical to
mato field in California. Imperial Valley is the more impor
tant; about 2,500 acres are planted to tomatoes here, pri
marily in the northeast part of the valley near Niland. The 
climate of this area is classified as desert subtropical.
The winters are short and mild. The period in which killing 
frost may occur is from December 1 to February 15. A frost- 
free growing season of about 300 days annually is expected
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FIGURE 3

This picture of field tomatoes was taken in early 
April, 1953, near Mecca, California, in the heart 
of the Coachella Valley, after cold protection had 
already been removed from the rows.
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normally. Appendix C gives climatic data from representa
tive stations in this region.

Coachella Valley, with Oasis and Mecca as centers for 
the growing area, has about 300 acres planted in winter to
matoes. As shown by Appendix C, the climate is similar to 
that of Imperial Valley.

The cultural methods for the two areas are the same.
Cold protection is needed, and brushing is the most common 
method used by growers. Some thermo areas of several acres 
are found where the temperatures range a few degrees higher 
than in the surrounding areas. Naturally, growers try to find 
such locations, but even here some form of protection from the 
cold is kept available. Wind machines are used in conjunction 
with burning old automobile tires by some growers.

The cost of growing and marketing field-grown winter 
tomatoes is similar for both Arizona and California; some dif
ferences occur in labor and transportation. From interviews 
with growers, the Agricultural Extension Service of the Univer
sity of California found the cost of growing winter tomatoes 
in the Imperial Valley to be $373•94 per acre, based on a 
yield of six tons per acre.(3) This amount includes the cost 
of harvesting, which varies greatly among growers. Transpor
tation and marketing costs were found to be an additional 
$676.80 per acre.
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Field Grown Tomatoes in Mexico

Mexico is by far the largest supplier of winter toma
toes for the Southwest. Table H  gives the total acres 
planted for the ten-year period 1941-1951• Table III gives 
the total shipped to the United States through Nogales, Ari
zona, which is the port of entry for 90 percent of Mexico’s 
export of vegetables to this country.

The chief winter growing areas of Mexico are along the 
western coast of Sonora and Sinaloa, located mainly in the 
river valleys. The main winter tomato producing areas of 
Mexico (see Figure 4 ) are the Yaqui and Mayo valleys in 
Sonora, and the Fuerte, Sinaloa, and Humaya valleys in Sina
loa. Some tomatoes are grown in the eastern coastal state 
of Tamaulipas, but most of these are shipped to Laredo, 
Texas.

Nearly all the rainfall occurs in the summer and early 
fall months. Even though areas receive from 15-25 inches of 
rain annually, some form of irrigation is needed to insure a 
crop since most of the vegetables are produced during the 
dry season. The water for irrigation comes from wells or 
water stored by dams during the wet season. The temperature 
of the vegetable areas averages 75-80° F. with a maximum of 
110° and a minimum of about 40°. During the fall and winter 
months the average temperature is from 65-70° F. Frost is 
rare in all the river valleys except the Mayo Talley of



TOTAL ACRES OF MEXICAN WINTER TOMATOES 1941-1951
TABLE II

Year Acres

1941-1942 32,562
1942-1943 42,914
1943-1944 53,325
1944-1945 51,305
1945-1946 55,987
1946-1947 67,926
1947-1948 65,842
1948-1949 57,963
1949-1950 65,947
1950-1951 38,688

Source: West Coast of Mexico Vegetable 
Association of Nogales, Arizona.



TABLE I H
TOTAL WINTER TOMATOES SHIPPED TO THE UNITED 

STATES FROM MEXICO 1941-1951

Year Total 1,000 Pounds

1941-1942 146,365
1942-1943 200,770
1943-1944 188,081

1944-1945 247,297
1945-1946 199,069
1946-1947 166,078

1947-1948 154,880

1948-1949 112,400

1949-1950 119,000

1950-1951 118,400

Source: Foreign Agricultural Report No* 21,
May, 1949* West Coast of Mexico Vegetable Association of Nogales, 
Arizona,
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Sonora which has occasional frost. During the rainy season, 
the vegetable producing areas are subject to floods.

Harvesting begins about November and continues until 
competition from the producing areas in the United States 
interferes, about the end of May. The largest harvest is 
during the latter part of March and the first part of April. 
Yields vary from less than 100 lugs to 300 lugs per acre of 
sorted tomatoes. They are picked green and shipped to the 
United States by rail; freight cars are packed so that there 
are from 624-900 lugs per car, at 33 pounds per lug.

The total cost of growing and harvesting, including 
picking and hauling to the packing shed, is estimated at 
#41*75 per acre; the cost of marketing is #85.75 per acre.(7) 
Eha%ht costs vary with the shipping distance to market, as 
shown in Table IT.

Mexican tomatoes grown for export to the United States 
are picked green in order to prevent their spoiling during 
the long haul to market. The green picking and artificial 
ripening result in poor flavor when the tomatoes reach the 
consumer. According to the studies by Rosa (7), the poor 
taste of artificially-ripened tomatoes is due to the lower 
sugar content and higher percentage of acids. Also, during 
the ripening period of green tomatoes, the process of respira 
tion goes on and uses up some of the reserve carbohydrates 
that could be converted to sugars. In the case of vine- 
ripened tomatoes, carbohydrates from other parts of the



TABLE TV.
FREIGHT RATES FOR MEXICAN WINTER TOMATOES FROM 
NOGALES, ARIZONA TO SHIPPING POINTS IN U.S.A.

Shipping Point Rate per 100 lb.*

Detroit, Mich* $2.27
Chicago, 111. $1.97
Cleveland, Ohio $2.36

New York City $2.38
Philadelphia, Pa. $2.38

Pittsburgh, Pa. $2.36

Source: Southern Pacific Freight Office,
May , 1954.

* Plus yfo tax.
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plant are continually being translocated to the fruit. 
Therefore, total amount of sugar is greater in the vine- 
ripened fruit than in that which is picked green. Part of 
the poor quality of tomatoes from Mexico may be accounted for 
by their being picked before even the green-mature stage is 
reached.

The consumer is seeking a better flavored winter tomato. 
One answer to this demand is an Arizona vine-ripened tomato. 
All the ripening processes necessary for good flavor are pos
sible, since no long haul to market is necessary.

Quality and Yield of Experimental 
Greenhouse Tomatoes

A large difference existed between the two varieties 
tested. The Earlypak plants were sturdier, had heavier 
foliage, and gave a larger yield than the Rutgers. The yield 
per plant and average size of fruit per plant are given in 
Table Y. An accumulative total number of fruit harvested 
from the eight plants of each variety, expressed in days from 
seeding, is given in Table VI.

The large difference in yield of the two varieties was 
due to a blossom-end rot disease infestation of the Rutgers, 
which is very susceptible to this disease, especially under 
greenhouse conditions. Harvest was discontinued when the dis
ease became too destructive.
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TABLE V
TOTAL YIELD, POUNDS OF FRUIT, AND 
AVERAGE SIZE OF FRUIT PER PLANT.

Plant Yield Average size Total lb.Number No. of fruit of fruit per of fruitper plant plant per plant
1. Rutgers 9 2.7 O Z o 1 .6 lb.
2. tt 4 2.2 tt 0 .6 «
3. ft 7 3.8 tt 1.7 "
4, ft 8 2.1 tt 1 .1 "
5. ft 5 1 .8 ft 0.9 "
6. tt 1 0 .1 tt 1 .8 "
7. ft 5 2 ,6 tt 0 .8 "
8 . ft 9 2 .2 ft 1.3 "
Ave. per Plant 6 2.4 oz. 1 .0 lb.

9. Earlypak 43 3.1 O Z o 10 .0 lb.
10. ft 22 3.3 tt 4.6 "
11. tt 25 3.2 tt 5.1 "
12, ft 37 3.1 tt 7.1 "
13 o tt 42 2.9 ft 7.6 "
14. tt 39 2.5 tt 6 .1 "
15. ft 29 3.6 tt 6.5 "
16. tt 18 3.5 tt 3.9 "
Ave. per Plant 31.9 3.2 O Z o 6 .4 lb.
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TABLE VI
ACCUMULATIVE TOTAL NUMBER OF FRUITS HARVESTED FOR 

EACH PLANT EXPRESSED AS DAYS FROM SEEDING

Plant
No. 154 162 168 173

Days from seeding 
176 178 181 185 187 192 196 210 216

1 . 0 2 2 2 2 2 7 9 9 9 9 9 9
2. 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 4 4 4 4 4 4
3. 0 0 0 2 2 2 4 7 7 7 7 7 7
4. 0 0 0 2 4 4 4 8 8 8 8 8 8

5 e 0 1 1 1 2 2 3 5 5 5 5 5 5
6. 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

7. 0 0 0 1 2 2 4 5 5 5 5 5 5
8. 0 0 0 1 1 1 2 3 5 9 9 9 9
9. 0 0 0 3 5 5 9 18 18 22 25 33 43

10. 0 1 1 7 12 14 14 18 18 18 18 22 22

11. 0 0 2 2 4 5 7 8 8 9 21 24 25
12. 1 4 4 10 14 15 18 24 24 29 33 36 37
13. 0 2 2 4 10 10 14 16 16 18 30 42 42
14. 0 0 0 3 3 8 12 15 15 17 27 39 39
15* 0 2 3 5 11 14 18 23 23 23 27 29 29
16. 0 2 2 4 7 7 9 11 11 13 15 18 18
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The ripe fruit of each variety was compared with the 
color charts of Maerz and Paul (5) • Rutgers was given a rat
ing of P4-J-12 outside skin and P3,-K-9 for the inside flesh. 
Earlypak was given a rating of P4,-L-12 outside skin and 
P3 ,-K-8 for the inside flesh color. Both varieties had good 
color qualities; Earlypak was a scarlet color, and Rutgers a 
deep red.

The Rutgers averaged smaller size fruit than the Earlypak 
and was a little later in maturing. The Earlypak was globe 
shaped, with very firm flesh. This indicates good shipping 
qualities.

In order to determine consumer opinion of the greenhouse 
tomatoes, samples of the fruit were distributed among faculty 
members for subjective appraisal. The result of this opinion 
survey indicated that the fruit had firm flesh, good flavor 
and color, but a slightly hard core.

Economic Factors in Growing Greenhouse 
Tomatoes in Tucson or Phoenix

The cost of growing greenhouse tomatoes in commercial quan
tities is difficult to determine in terms of this experiment.
The area of the greenhouse used was approximately .014 acre.
At the recommended spacing, 114 plants could be grown in this 
area. The cost of heating this space, as measured by the gas 
meter, was $38.71 for the entire season. The wholesale 
prices for winter tomatoes in Tucson are given in Table V H .



TABLE VII
I

WHOLESALE TOMATO PRICES IN TUCSON*

Size Nov. *52 
Max. Min.

Dec. *52 
Max. Min.

Jan.
Max. *53Min. Feb. *53 Max. Min.

Mar. *53 Max. Min. Apr. *53 Max. Min. May *53 *Max. Min. 1

Mex.5x6 16.2514.50 #8.00#3.25 $5.00$3.00 #5.50$3.25 $6.55 $6.50$5.00

Mex.5x? 5.75 3.75 5.50 2.75 4.75 2.75 4.50 2.75 5.50 4.75 5.25 5.00

Mex.6x7 4.50 4.50 2.75 3.75 3.00 4 .00 2.75 4.75 3.75 4.00 3.75
I.V.5x6 8.00 8.00 5.00 7.50 4.50 7.50 6.50 7.50 6.75 7.50 5.00
I.Vo6x6 7.50 7.50 4.50 5.25 3.75
Stm.5x6 3.50 2.75 5.50 3.00 8.00 7.50 7.25 7.00 5.00 4.25 1

Stm.6x6 4.75 4.00 !
Stm.6x7 3.50 3.25 j

Source: W. H 0 Cox and Son, Tucson, Arizona.
* - Price per 20 pound lug.
Abbreviations: Mex. = Mexico; I.V. = Imperial Valley; Stm. ■ Stems.

?o
xO
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This price varies from season to season with the law of sup
ply and demand; prices for the 1952-53 season were used for 
purposes of this study.

The cost of growing winter tomatoes under greenhouse con
ditions has been estimated at between 20/ and 25/ a pound in 
Ohio. A grower in that state averages approximately 80,000 
pounds per acre for the spring crop, which is an average of 
about 10 pounds per plant. The cost in Arizona should be 
similar except for the cost of heating and labor, which would 
be less in the Tucson area. However, the average commercial 
yield for the Ohio greenhouse grower is 10 pounds per plant, 
while the experimental tomato yield in the University of Ari
zona greenhouse was only six pounds per plant.

Along with the cost of growing, the cost of greenhouse 
construction must be considered. Some work on this problem has 
been done by Mr. Walter Holms using sun-ray wire (screen wire 
imbedded in cellulose acetate) as an inexpensive substitute for 
glass in greenhouse construction. He estimated the cost of 
construction with this material would be $5,000 per acre in
cluding framework material. The disadvantage of the sun-ray 
wire is that it must be replaced about every three years.

The cost of a prefabricated Pacific Coast greenhouse at 
the factory in Redwood City, California would be $27,400 per 
acre. This house is a glass and redwood construction. The 
cost of an Aluminex greenhouse, an aluminum and glass construc
tion, would be $69,768 per acre delivered in Tucson.
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The cost of land near Tucson varies with the types of 
soil, sizes of sites, availability of water, and locations* 
Two to five acres would be needed for a specialty crop such 
as greenhouse tomatoes. The cost per acre at current land 
values, with water available, would be between $300 and $400.



DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

Characteristics of Winter Tomato Growing Areas

The winter tomato growing areas which supply the South
west were found to be Mexico, the Coachella and Imperial val
leys of California, Phoenix and Yuma, Arizona. The fruit from 
Mexico is often unsatisfactory in taste and color and undepend
able in amount, while often the field crop in both Arizona and 
California is not reliable because of frost damage.

This study was undertaken to determine the possibility 
of producing in the greenhouse a dependable supply of good 
quality tomatoes for winter consumption.

Quality Comparison of Field- and Greenhouse-
Grown Fruit

The flavor of the tomato was found by Rosa (7) to be de
pendent upon the percentage of sugar and acid in the fruit.
The long shipping distances to the United States markets neces
sitates artificial ripening of Mexican tomatoes. Fruit so 
ripened does not have as high a percentage of sugars as vine- 
ripened fruit, therefore the flavor is poor.

The tomatoes from the greenhouse in this experiment were 
vine ripened and excellent in quality and flavor. The color 
of the fruit was compared with the color charts of Maerz and 
Paul (5). Rutgers was given a rating of P4,-J-12 outside skin
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and P3,-K-9 for the inside flesh color, while Earlypak was 
given a rating of P/f,-L-12 outside skin and P3,-K-8 for the 
inside flesh color. Both varieties had good color for con
sumer appeal, with Rutgers somewhat superior in this respect.

Temperature Requirements in Field and 
Greenhouse for Fresh Tomato Production

The investigations of Went (14) showed optimum tempera
tures for tomato production to be about 80° F. during the day 
and between 64.3° and 68° F. during the night. A study of the 
winter maximum and minimum temperatures of possible growing 
areas in the Southwest discourages the prospect of field-grown 
tomatoes on a large scale because of frost danger. The maxi
mum and minimum temperatures recorded in the experiment show 
that greenhouse temperatures can be regulated with top and 
side ventilators to maintain temperatures closely approximat
ing the optimum for tomato growing.

Results of Variety Test in Greenhouse

The two varieties used for the experiment in the Univer
sity of Arizona greenhouse were Rutgers and Earlypak. Figure 
5 shows some of the mature plants of each variety. The aver
age yield for the Earlypak was 6.4 pounds per plant, but 
Rutgers gave an average of only one pound per plant due to 
the large number of fruit affected by blossom-end rot. Under 
greenhouse conditions some tomato varieties are quite suscepti 
ble to this disease which is physiological and is caused by



This picture was taken January 15, 1953, when the plants were 
approximately 60 inches high. The Earlypak variety is shown in 
the foreground and to the left. The three plants in the back- 
ground and to the right are the Rutgers variety. Note the 
sturdier plants and heavier foliage of the Earlypak variety.

FIGURE
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moisture fluctuation of the soil. The best way to prevent the 
disease is to keep the soil moisture content level by using 
mulches and humus; the use of sandy soil should he avoided.

Economic Feasibility of Winter Tomato 
Production in Southern Arizona

The two possible methods of producing tomatoes for winter 
consumption in southern Arizona are field grown with cold pro
tection and greenhouse grown.

The uncertainty of the weather has limited the production 
of field-grown winter tomatoes. Most growers feel they cannot 
risk the growing cost, about $375 per acre, although the re
turn on the investment would be very good in a frost-free year. 
Yields of about six tons per acre are average for the growing 
areas of California, and about the same yields could be ex
pected in southern Arizona.

The initial cost of setting up a greenhouse in southern 
Arizona would be from about $6,000 to about $75,000 per acre, 
depending upon the type of structure used. Under greenhouse 
conditions, the cost of producing and marketing the spring 
crop of tomatoes in Ohio would be $16,000 per acre. In 
southern Arizona the cost should be less because of lower heat
ing and labor costs. The figure for Ohio is based on a yield 
of 80,000 pounds per acre or about 10 pounds per plant; the 
yield per plant of the tomatoes grown under University of Ari
zona greenhouse conditions was about six pounds per plant.
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In Ohio it is necessary to grow two crops, fall and 
spring, because of the short cloudy days during December and 
January. Arizona growers could take advantage of the high per
centage of sunny days and grow one continuous crop a year, 
thus increasing yields and assuring a continuous supply of to
matoes.

Need for Further Study

In this experiment only limited space was available for 
the variety test. The difference between the yield of 10 

pounds per plant obtained by the Ohio growers and of six 
pounds per plant obtained in this experiment seems to indicate 
that the Earlypak and Rutgers may not be the best varieties for 
this area.

The possibility of using sun-ray wire or other relatively 
inexpensive material for greenhouse construction should be 
investigated, as well as means for securing optimum tempera
tures in the greenhouse at all times.

Further experiments in methods of setting out the plants, 
use of soil sterilants and fertilizers, control of moisture 
content in the soil, and various cultivating practices should 
also give results of value to anyone interested in producing 
greenhouse tomatoes on a large scale.



SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

1. Field-grown winter tomatoes for supplying the western 
part of the United States are produced in western Mexico, 
southern California, and southern Arizona. The danger of frost 
in the producing areas of Arizona and California discourages 
winter tomato production on a large scale, especially in 
southern Arizona.

2. Night and day temperature fluctuations in the green
house could be regulated by top and side ventilators in order 
to maintain approximately the optimum temperature range for 
tomato production.

3. In the experiment at the University of Arizona green
house, the average yield of fruit for the Earlypak variety was 
6.4 pounds per plant, and for Rutgers 1.0 pounds; blossom-end 
rot disease caused the low yield for Rutgers. The yield for 
Ohio greenhouse tomato growers was about 10 pounds per plant 
for the spring crop.

4. The high percentage of warm, sunny days during the 
winter months in the Tucson and Phoenix regions is favorable 
for greenhouse production of tomatoes. This weather condition 
would make possible a continuous winter crop, rather than a 
separate spring and fall planting such as is used in Ohio.

5. A study of the factors involved indicates that a
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specialty crop such as winter greenhouse tomatoes could he 
grown successfully in southern Arizona. Field growing of to
matoes in the Southwest will continue until greenhouse produc
tion is established in the area.
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YUMA, ARIZONA, MAXIMUM AND MINIMUM TEMPERATURES,
1940-1950

Year Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May June July Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec.wwK 81 84 92 102 105 115 116 109 98 86 80
41 — JE— 42 51 • 5 5 61 o5 t>5 50 38 39
72 79 85 94 105 108 114 109 106 102 91 82
40 43 46 45 57 59 66 69 55 49 36 34l94C 80 80 95 92 110 113 117 112 111 109 90 80
31 36 43 51 52 58 74 63 60 49 41 39

19Wm n
81 87 93 103 114 112 120 n o 112 107 87 75
35 40 47 44 54 55 69 73 66 48 40 40194C 78 78 88 94 101 113 114 114 112 105 86 75
32 37 44 56 52 57 65 68 65 54 38 39
79 80 89 101 101 114 113 113 116 103 92 73
36 36 41 41 54 58 70 72 61 52 41 34

1946M n
80 87 86 103 104 109 114 113 112 91 80 80
35 36 39 46 58 63 67 74 65 45 41 37

i947Max
Min

81 87 90 102 115 111 114 113 115 105 90 76
34 42 43 47 53 60 68 64 66 53 35 31

86 82 104 104 113 112 115 117 105 83 73
26 27 39 46 51 60 66 69 60 45 37 32

1949MaxMin
67 84 85 105 107 111 113 114 111 102 92 84
28 30 40 42 52 59 67 62 73 44 47 30195C 81 86 95 103. 105 117 113 118 123 109 88 94
30 35 43 49 55 60 73 69 62 57 43 38

Source: United States Weather Bureau *1
o
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Climatic Data from Representative Stations ii 
Tomato Growing Regions of California

i the Winter

Imperial Valley BRAWLEY Coachella Valley 
INDIO

Mean annual precipitation 2.73 inches 3.34 inches
Mean annual temperature 71.60F. 73.3°Fe
Mean daily maximum temperature 

(highest month) 107.6°F. (July) 107.0°F. (July)
Mean daily temperature 

(highest month) 91.3°F. (July) 93.1°Fo (July)
Mean daily temperature 

(low month) 53.1°F. (Jan.) 53.8°F. (Jan.)
Mean daily minimum tempera

ture (lowest month) 37.7°F. (Jan.) 38.5°F. (Jan.)
Mean date first killing 

frost after July 15 December 6 December 4
Mean date of last killing 

frost before July 15 February 5 February 7
Latest date of last killing 

frost before July 15 March 5 March 16
Highest temperature 121°F. (July) 125°F. (July)
Lowest temperature 19°F. (Jan.) 13°F. (Jan.)
Source: Circular 176, Calif. Agr. Ext. Service, Univ. of Calif., June ’51.

•r*
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TUCSON, ARIZONA MAXIMUM AND MINIMUM TEMPERATURES - NOT. 1952-MAY 1953
Nov. *52 Dec. *52 Jan. *53 Feb. *53 Mar. *53 Apr. *53 _ May *53Max Min Max Min Max M m Max Min Max Min Max ■Min Max • M m

1 90 53 63 39 52 29 79 45 60 43 84 44 74 44”
2 d9 52_ 62 38 62 28 7d 35 48 42 d3 44 74 42 '
3 d3 4^ 58 .33 68 • 31 83 37 55 39 87 50 78 41
4 d2 5d 62 31 72 . 30 79 42 64 3d d5 54 _ 79 47
5 86 42 67 45 76 37 __75 3d 73 35 7d 45 f4 61
6 d? 46^ ... _jg- 36 7$ 41 77 40 79 37 79 53 89 64
7 84 51 69 30 68 4d 83 37 80 42 75 54 90 55g 75 51 68 34 71 38 80 43 d2 56 73 49 dd 52
9 6d 47 69 33 76 38 70 40 77 57 73 40 73 50

10 71 39 71 33 d9 36 64 3d 78 56 76 41 77 41
11 7d 42 69 33 d3 46 65 31 76 45 67 44 7d 42
12 81 44 75 32 d2 43 60 31 79 43, _ 72 35 77 . 49
13 77 40 75 34 7§ 41 63 31 7? 42 dd 3d 84 43
U 79 42 75 36 79 46 69 32 76 3d 79 4d d2 49
i? 72 57 79 51 61 . _ 33 73 35 82 42 d5 44 77 52
16 63 42 77 51 62 30 75 35 72 55 d9 46 70 51
17 59 37 63 51 66 29 __29__ 34 7d 46 87 53 7d ilid 62 33 59 4d 69 35 .76 35 di 46 dd 49 d7 50
19 66 33 64 44 76 36 71/51 3d d3 43 d7 54 94 53
20 75 34 65 43 76 37 52 25 _ 73 44 93 56 95 60
2l 73 39 52 49 70 41 5d 22 72 44 d3 56 97 63
2^ 6d 34 35 --64 .31 -65 _ 42 75 43 62 49 100 62
23 63 ' ‘ 45 3̂ 31 72 30 66 45 d3 40 70“ 45 97 60
24 57 40 53 26 d2 33 61/47 34 d9 4.4 -  d7 .. .49 90 59
25 32 63 34 76 39 5d 28 dd 57 93 55 93 62
26 59 2d 5d 31 6d 46 74- 31 d7 5l 97 _ J 4 - _ 9d 63—
27 65 21 6d 33 74 41 h 36 91 49 90 — |d 91 62
2d 61 30 65 36 ■ ■44., 3l 71/53 49 ■89 52 — 23.__57— - 79 43”
29 69 33 6l 35 7f 34 __7.5_ 52 . -7d 50 d3 -  46
30 62 46 63 36 76 38 72 -  -4jL- 76 51 94 51
31 53 4(5 73 36 77 43 96 54
Daily Maximum and Minimum temperature recorded by the University of Arizona Weather 
Bureau. *.M
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